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Abstract: Recommendations of the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) Workshop 2017 in
Taoyuan City, Taiwan and International GNSS Service (IGS) Workshop 2018 in Wuhan, China included
establishment of an ionosphere mapping service that would fuse measurements from two
independent sensor networks: IGS permanent GNSS receivers providing the vertical total electron
content (VTEC) measurements and ionosondes of the Global Ionosphere Radio Observatory (GIRO)
that compute the bottomside vertical profiles of the ionospheric plasma density. Using available
GAMBIT software at GIRO, we introduced new VTEC products to its data roster: previously
unavailable global average (climate) maps of VTEC and slab thickness based on climatological
capabilities of IRI. Incorporation of the VTEC and τmaps into the GAMBIT Explorer environment
provided data analysts with nearly 10-year history of the reference average VTEC records and opened
access to the GAMBIT toolkit for evaluation and validation of the τ computations. This result is the
first step towards establishing an infrastructure and the data workflow to provide GAMBIT users with
the low latency and consistent quality and usability of the ionospheric weather-climate specifications.
Combination of IGS-provided VTEC and GIRO-provided peak density of F2 layer NmF2 allows
ground-based evaluation of the equivalent slab thickness τ, a derived property of the near-Earth
plasma that characterizes the skewness of its vertical profile up to the GNSS spacecraft altitudes.
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1. Introduction

Since 1998, the International GNSS Service (IGS) Ionosphere Working Group (IONO WG) has been
continuously releasing global maps of the vertical total electron content (VTEC) in their rapid, final, and
predicted schedules. The IGS Ionosphere Combination and Validation Center (ICVC) at University of
Warmia and Mazury is responsible for the ensemble analysis of the global VTEC maps synthesized
independently by several IGS Associate Analysis Centres. ICVC computes its combined “weather”
VTEC map by weighing provided input VTEC values according to the observation uncertainty metrics
that were determined by collective validation of computed VTEC against the original slant TEC (STEC)
measurements [1].

Contrasting the ICVC-released weather VTEC maps to their quiet-time counterpart (i.e., climate)
is a powerful instrument in space physicist toolbox: such weather-minus-climate deviation maps allow
rapid assessment of the near-space plasma dynamics as it responses to a wide variety of impacts in the
Sun-Earth system, ranging from the forces acting in the outer space to the processes on the surface and
even underneath the Earth’s crust. However, development of such global quiet-time VTEC reference
maps proved to be a difficult task, given the staggering complexity and dynamics of the constituent
subsystems and their couplings (see: [2,3]). Our approach to the task of building the quiet-time
reference for the weather-minus-climate deviation maps is to compute daily empirical 30-day running
average VTEC. Such averaging is expected to filter out the effects attributed to ongoing activities in the
near-Earth environment that would otherwise distort presentation of the ionospheric/plasmaspheric
climate. At the same time, the 30-day averaging would still capture the annual cycle specifics that are
important for the weather-minus-climate analysis.

We have incorporated the global 30-day average empirical TEC mapping capability into the
GAMBIT service [4] operated by GIRO (Global Ionospheric Radio Observatory) [5]. GIRO provides
measurements recorded by ionosondes, the high frequency ionospheric sounders known for their
original contributions during the International Geophysical Year 1957-1958 and during the follow-on
decade to the global empirical plasma density models for IRI (International Reference Ionosphere)
(see: [6,7] and references therein). Since that time, when the Committee on Space Research (COSPAR)
and the International Union of Radio Science (URSI) recognized the need for an international standard
ionosphere and formed an Inter-Union Working Group to develop it, IRI has evolved into one of
the most successful and widely used ionospheric models, recognized as the official standard for the
ionosphere by the International Standardization Organization (ISO). The IRI design has been rooted in
the concept of capturing the experimental evidence, as measured by variety of sensors on the ground
and in space, without relying on the evolving theoretical understanding of the underlying geospace
processes in their complex interaction. After its success of representing the quiet-time climatology of
the ionosphere, IRI has more recently included several options to describe typical storm-time plasma
dynamics as well.

Given the high IRI ratings reported in comparisons to other density models of the ionosphere
(see: [8–12]), including those with data assimilation capability, the IRI science team formed a task
force to develop real-time assimilative IRI extensions [13] so as to further improve its performance
in the nowcast mode. RION operates one of such nowcast services, "IRTAM" (IRI-based Real-time
Assimilative Model) [14,15]. Every 15 min, IRTAM computes and publishes global ionospheric
“weather” maps of four parameters for the IRI bottomside density profile description: peak density
NmF2, peak height hmF2, and the standard IRI bottomside profile shape controls, B0 and B1 [7].
Global weather-minus-climate deviation maps are then computed and disseminated via Global
Assimilative Model of Bottomside Ionosphere Timeline (GAMBIT) Database and Explorer [16] for
public online access (see: http://giro.uml.edu/GAMBIT/).

Following the recommendations of the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) Workshop
2017 in Taoyuan City, Taiwan and International GNSS Service (IGS) Workshop 2018 in Wuhan,
China [17], we present results from a new global ionosphere mapping system that fuses data from
two separate sensor networks: IGS permanent GNSS receivers providing VTEC measurements and
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GIRO ionosondes providing data for RION weather nowcast. The system is capable of reproducing
the equivalent slab thickness τ [18] as soon as IGS and GIRO measurements become available, thus
expanding the capabilities of GAMBIT database and explorer system: the ionospheric slab thickness
dynamically responds to changes of the neutral gas temperature and the O+/H+ transition height [18],
supplementing the ionosonde-derived bottomside specifications with descriptions of the ionospheric
profile above the F2 layer peak. The slab thickness τ is defined as a ratio of the vertical total electron
content in TEC units (electrons per square meter) to the F2 layer peak electron density (NmF2) in
electrons per cubic meter. The slab thickness (expressed in meters) is an important parameter of an
imaginary ionosphere that has the same TEC as the actual ionosphere and constant uniform density
equal to NmF2 and represents its vertical extent.

The main motivation of the research was to establish data sources and fusion methodology for the
joined purpose of throughout ionosphere mapping. It has been done with inclusion of over 10 years of
climate VTEC maps to GAMBIT Database and Explorer, which allows fusion with the IRI model and
GIRO products. Introduction of climate VTEC maps allowed for computation of climate slab thickness.
Further extension of cooperation is planned, including weather VTEC based on rapid products of IGS
IONO WG IAACS and-in the future near-real time VTEC.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. IGS IONO Working Group and VTEC Maps

The IGS Ionosphere Working Group provides scientific and operational oversight of the systems
for reliable global VTEC weather nowcast and forecast (see: [19–21]). Similarly to other established
IGS Working Groups that ensure quality and reliability of GNSS data (e.g., satellite orbits and clocks),
IONO WG operates an Ionosphere Combination Center that collects incoming VTEC data from
associated VTEC analysis centers for ranking and combining multiple individual values into a single
map [22]. At this time IONO WG continuously releases several well-recognized products of proven
quality, with worldwide base of users, containing VTEC maps released in three schedules (Table 1),
as well as ROTI (Rate Of TEC Index) maps depicting ionospheric irregularities over the northern
hemisphere [23].

Table 1. IGS IONO WG VTEC products (see: https://www.igscb.org/wg/ionosphere/).

Product Description Resolution Availability

Final GIM combination of CODE,
ESA, JPL and UPC iono
products conducted by
UWM, includes GPS and
GLONASS stations and
satellites DCBs

2 h × 5 deg. × 2.5 deg
(UTxLon.xLat.)

latency of 11 days

Rapid GIM combination of CODE, ESA,
JPL and UPC iono products
conducted by UWM

2 h × 5 deg. × 2.5 deg
(UTxLon.xLat.)

latency of less than 24
h

Predicted
GIM for 1 and
2 days ahead
(pilot product)

combination of ESA and UPC
iono products conducted by
ESA

2 h × 5 deg. × 2.5 deg
(UTxLon.xLat.)

24 and 48 h in
advance

Apart from the official IGS IONO WG products shown in Table 1, based on GNSS observations
from IGS permanent network (Figure 1), several IGS Ionosphere Associate Analysis Centers (IAACs)
such as UPC, CAS and DGFI produce Global Ionosphere Maps (GIMs) in Rapid schedule with
increased time resolution of just 15 min. Additionally, there are currently works underway on a
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combined real-time GIM product based on UPC, CAS and CNES (Centre National d’Études Spatiales)
products ([24–26]).

Figure 1. IGS’ permanent GNSS stations distribution (2 June 2020) as shown with Google Maps engine
at http://www.igs.org/network with green dots marking currently available stations and red dots
marking stations from which no new data was received in last 10 days. Currently IGS operates 505
permanent GNSS stations scattered globally. The distribution of the stations is not uniform, which may
result in a slightly lower data quality in the areas with lower density of the stations.

In case of IGS IONO WG, all its (and contributing IAACs) products are published at NASA
Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS) ftp server in dedicated directory ftp://cddis.
nasa.gov/gnss/products/ionex/. To access a specific VTEC product the directory should be appended
with elements described in Tables 2 and 3:

Table 2. IGS IONO WG VTEC product access.

YYYY/DDD/AAAgDDD#.YYi.Z for Vertical total electron content (TEC) maps

YYYY/DDD/rotiDDD0.YYf.Z for Daily ROTI (rate of TEC index) product

Table 3. IGS IONO WG VTEC address elements description.

Code Meaning

YYYY 4-digit year

DDD 3-digit day of year

AAA Analysis center name

# file number for the day, typically 0

YY 2-digit year

Z Unix compressed file

For further details and AAA product codes list please refer to https://cddis.nasa.gov/Data_and_
Derived_Products/GNSS/atmospheric_products.html.

http://www.igs.org/network
ftp://cddis.nasa.gov/gnss/products/ionex/
ftp://cddis.nasa.gov/gnss/products/ionex/
https://cddis.nasa.gov/Data_and_Derived_Products/GNSS/atmospheric_products.html
https://cddis.nasa.gov/Data_and_Derived_Products/GNSS/atmospheric_products.html
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Typically, VTEC determination from GNSS observations follow the procedure described by [27],
defining TEC as an integral of electron densities along the line-of-sight between a satellite and receiver
in a cylinder with one square meter cross-section:

E =
∫

Ne(ρ)dρ (1)

where Ne(ρ) is the electron density along the ray path. E is TEC value expressed in TECu-TEC Unit
equal to 1016 electrons per square meter. In terms of actual GNSS observations, several approaches can
be applied, differring in details, but in most general form possible to express as [28]:

TEC =
cδt

40.3
(

1
f 2
2
− 1

f 2
1

) (2)

where TEC is a computed slant TEC value, c denotes the speed of light in vacuum, δt is a time delay
between arrivals of signals on two frequencies f1 and f2 to the dual-frequency receiver. Such slant TEC
can then be mapped on a single-thin-layer ionosphere using mapping formula, such as given by [29]:

VTEC = STEC ∗

√
1 −

(
Re

Re + hion
cos ε

)2
(3)

where VTEC is vertical TEC at IPP (Ionosphere Pierce Point-a cross-section of ionosphere thin layer
and ray path), STEC is slant TEC, Re is the radius of the Earth and hion is a height of ionosphere layer
over the surface of the Earth.

For this task the UQRG iononospheric maps produced by Ionosperic Associate Analysis Center
at Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya in Barcelona, Spain were used [30], due to their matching
15 min cadence to IRTAM (IRI-based Real-time Assimilative Model) and we work on inclusion of
other 15 min GIMs. UQRG maps are produced using tomography model of ionosphere, described
in detail by [31,32]. Comparison studies have shown its reliability and quality versus other IGS
IAAC-released VTEC products. This can be seen in particular in left plot of Figure 2, where the daily
bias of the difference between the VTEC directly measured by the JASON3 altimeter (up to about 1300
km height and far from stations-over the oceans) minus the VTEC provided by different GIMs in IGS
is represented for the most part of 2017.

On the one hand it can be seen that almost all the GIM VTEC biases regarding JASON3 VTEC
are in agreement between them at 1 TECU level. This result is in full agreement with the assessment
results vs. dSTEC, a more accurate reference, and in the challenging scenario of islands (see in [33] the
right hand plots of Figures 8 and 9).

The well known exception is JPLG which is likely related with the usage of a different mapping
function that the common one used by the other IGS centers to build their GIMs.

On the other hand the discrepancy of the GIMs vs. JASON3 are due to an instrumental calibration
bias of the altimeter [34] and to the variability of the topside electron content between the heights
of altimeter and GNSS satellites (since 1300 km to 20000 km approximately, see for instance in [1]
Figure 12 and associated comments).

Moreover, in the right hand plot of Figure 2, the corresponding daily RMS is represented, which
time evolution is mostly due to the bias evolution previously commented. It can be seen there the
systematic better behaviour of the UQRG GIM (green crosses) selected for this study, regarding other
GIMs, which has been confirmed in extended studies [25]. The performance of UQRG GIM is based on
the synergistic application of ionospheric tomography [31] and Kriging interpolation [30], without the
assumption of a fixed ionospheric height layer to derive the STEC. Of course the common IGS mapping
function (hion = 450 km in Equation (3)) is used to transform the STEC in VTEC to build the UQRG
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GIM in a consistent way for IGS users, which wish to recover accurate STEC values, in particular not
far away from the stations used to build the GIM.

Figure 2. Comparison of several IGS VTEC products, including UQRG maps [35], vs JASON3 VTEC
during the most part of 2017: (a) Daily bias [dV] vs time. (b) Daily StDev [dV] vs. time.

2.2. IRI and Data Assimilation

The International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) is an international project that was initiated
by the Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) and the International Union of Radio Science
(URSI) with the goal of establishing a standard representation of the plasma parameters in Earth’s
ionosphere. Such ionosphere model is important for applications that rely on electromagnetic waves
traveling through the ionosphere including telecommunication, GNSS, earth observation from space
(e.g., satellite altimetry), radio astronomy and many more, because all of these applications need to
correct for the retarding and refractive effect of the ionosphere on the probing signal [36].

IRI’s performance in comparison to ionosphere state derived from GNSS, LEO satellites,
incoherent scatter radars, etc. is an object of study since its very beginning, in great details,
amongst many others, described by [37–39], proving its qualities and helping the IRI becoming
the internationally recommended empirical model.

Among other changes, the most recent IRI-2016 [6] introduced two new models for the F2
peak electron density height, hmF2, and improvements of the ion composition at low and high
solar activity. Additionally, a number of changes were made regarding the input and use of solar
and ionospheric indices, and some performance improvements were made to the program code
(FORTRAN) to speedup the computation of IRI values, which is available both via web-based interface
and as a standalone application.

The standard IRI model describes average conditions quite well and has shown excellent results
in comparisons with other models [8–12], however its performance can be even more improved if
observations are available for a time of interest in real-time or retrospective. IRI lets a user provide
measurements for the E, F1, and F2 peak density (or plasma frequency) and height and the whole profile
is then adjusted to these input parameters. Another simple method is by way of an ionospheric-effective
solar index that is obtained by adjusting IRI predictions to either ionosonde measurements [40],
or GPS Total Electron Content (TEC) maps [41], or GPS slant TEC data [42]. This approach has been
recently further developed by [43–45], leading to the IRI-UP version of the model. The IRI Real-Time
Assimilative Mapping (IRTAM) of [14] is based on plasma frequency (foF2) measurements by the
worldwide network of Digisonde stations (the Global Ionospheric Radio Observatory (GIRO)) and
employs a linear optimization technique to obtain an improved global representation of foF2 for IRI
every 15 min. [46] explained in great details combination of ionosonde and GPS data, main advantage
of which turned out to be the possibility of solving the vertical structure of electron density of the
ionosphere, which can be described with slab thickness.
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Implementation of climate TEC data into GAMBIT database allows its combination with IRI and
GIRO data and will contribute for establishing the conditions and methodology for full climate and
weather TEC implementation into real-time IRI.

2.3. NmF2-GIRO and GAMBIT

The Lowell GIRO Data Center (LGDC) implements a suite of technologies for post-processing,
modeling, analysis, and dissemination of the acquired and derived data products that form the basis
of the RION nowcast:

• IRTAM 3D, the real-time assimilative model released periodically in form of the “global weather”
bottomside ionosphere 2D maps of the IRI-compatible profile parameters, as well as the
weather-minus-climate deviation maps from the quiet-time IRI reference;

• GAMBIT Database and Explorer with access to 15-minute IRTAM maps since 2000;
• 40 million ionogram-derived records of URSI-standard ionospheric characteristics and vertical

profiles of electron density;
• 10+ million records of the Doppler Skymaps for evaluation of irregular plasma structures and

bulk velocity drift over the GIRO locations;
• Digisonde-to-digisonde measurements for detection and evaluation of Traveling Ionospheric

Disturbance (TID); and
• HR2006 ray tracing system [47] mated to GAMBIT database.

In cooperation with the URSI Ionosonde Network Advisory Group (INAG), LGDC has established
cooperative agreements with ionosonde observatories in 30 countries to accept and process real-time
data of HF radio monitoring of the ionosphere, and to promote a variety of investigations that
benefit from the global-scale, prompt, detailed, and accurate descriptions of the ionospheric variability
(http://giro.uml.edu/).

Currently GIRO network includes ~60 online ionosondes (see: [5,48]) shown in the Figure 3 that
deliver, among other data products, the maximum electron density at F2 layer peak (NmF2) at each
ionosonde location. Global maps of NmF2 are available in GAMBIT database with an interactive access
via GAMBIT software (Figure 4). GAMBIT Explorer is a Java application based on NASA WorldWind
graphics library, released for academic research use at http://giro.uml.edu/GAMBIT, which allows
for rapid and interactive visualisation of different ionospheric properties, such as F0F2, NmF2, HmF2,
B0 or B1 in various routines (interpolated climate and weather or observations at GIRO sites). But most
importantly it integrates different data sources and allows for their combination in a goal of delivering
a detailed insight in the ionosphere. Detailed description of the GAMBIT database and Explorer,
as well as underlying formalism and algorithms can be found in [16]. Incorporation of the climate
global VTEC maps (described further) led us to extend the capabilities of GAMBIT Database in the
climate aspect and opened the path for planned inclusion of weather VTEC.

We will focus on one observed property of the ionosphere in the RION data product roster: peak
electron density in the F2 region, NmF2. As most ionized and most dynamically changing region
of the ionosphere, F2 displays strong variability depending on the season, time of day, geographical
location and level of solar activity. Maximum daytime electron density NmF2 is usually observed
one hour after local noon, for mid-latitude locations, and at the altitude of about 300 km [49],
reaching up to 107 electrons per cubic centimeter, el/cm3. RION provides NmF2 data derived from
the ordinary-wave critical frequency of the F2 layer (foF2) observed by GIRO ionosondes, using the
following expression [50]:

NmF2[106 el
cm3 ] =

(
f oF2[MHz]

9

)2

(4)

http://giro.uml.edu/
http://giro.uml.edu/GAMBIT
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Figure 3. Global GIRO ionosondes distribution as shown at http://giro.uml.edu/ The GIRO products
are interpolated over the whole globe, which may lead to slightly lower quality of the data over the
areas with lower station density.

Figure 4. GAMBIT Explorer window. For more details refer to: http://giro.uml.edu/GAMBIT/
GAMBIT-X_UserGuide-v01C.pdf.

NmF2 is an important physical quantity for space weather forecasts or radio communication,
and thus precise observation and accurate analysis are essential [51].

A quite novel addiction to GIRO capabilities is a methodology of real-time TID tracking using
ionosonde data, which is an example of a huge potential still lying in this network [52,53].

2.4. Global Climate VTEC Maps

Following the IRI Workshop 2017 and IGS Workshop 2018 recommendations [17], based on the
UPC UQRG VTEC maps, the climate VTEC maps were created using 30-days moving average for each
epoch and coordinates. For each epoch (15 min interval, resulting in 97 epochs per day) climate VTEC
(overlined) for each cell is computed using formula:

VTECe,lat,lon =
∑

day−1
day−31 VTECe,lat,lon

30
(5)

http://giro.uml.edu/
http://giro.uml.edu/GAMBIT/GAMBIT-X_UserGuide-v01C.pdf
http://giro.uml.edu/GAMBIT/GAMBIT-X_UserGuide-v01C.pdf
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where VTECe,lat,lon is an climate VTEC value computed for each epoch (e), latitude (lat) and longitude
(lon), averaged over 30 preceeding day series of VTEC values for the same time of day (e.g., 8:15 UT),
latitude and longitude and day means the day for which the climate prediction is prepared.

Resampling is then conducted for compatibility with GAMBIT Explorer internal data grid
management. Resulting averaged climate VTEC map is remapped from original 2.5 degrees lat and
5 degrees lon to NASA WorldWind 4 degrees lat and 8 degrees lon using efficient natural interpolation
algorithm described by [29]:

fx =
M

∑
m=1

dm

hm
fm (6)

where fx is the value of the interpolated point x, M is the number of natural neighbours (i.e., number
of Voronoi cell edges), fm is the value of the m − th neighbour, dm the Voronoi edge length and hm

standing for half the distance between the interpolated point x and the Voronoi edge m.
The climate VTEC maps are produced daily at University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn,

Poland, and made available for download in GAMBIT Explorer. At this time computations of the
climate slab thickness use global climate NmF2 produced by IRI model; extending this approach to
the weather and near-real-time VTEC and IRTAM maps of NmF2 is our next step. In addition to
GAMBIT Explorer, the climate VTEC maps are also available in standard IONEX format at: https:
//igsiono.uwm.edu.pl/data/gambit/yyyy/gmbtddd0.yyi where yyyy/yy is the year and ddd is day
of year.

2.5. Slab Thickness

The ionospheric equivalent slab thickness τ is defined as a ratio of the vertical total electron
content to the F2 layer peak electron density ([54–56], and others):

τ = VTEC/NmF2 (7)

where the vertical TEC is given in TEC units (electrons per square metre), NmF2 is in electrons per cubic
metre, and τ is in meters. The slab thickness is an important parameter of an imaginary ionosphere that
has the same TEC as the actual ionosphere and constant uniform density equal to NmF2 (as shown in
the left panel of Figure 5). Although introduced, as many argue, quite artificially, the slab thickness
knowledge reveals information on the electron density profile shape and its dynamics. For illustration
of its association with the vertical distribution of the plasma, the right panel of Figure 5 shows three
different profiles of the same total content but different slab thickness. Higher thickness corresponds
to a greater vertical extent of plasma. The profile thickness variations are attributed to various
underlying physical processes in the ionosphere and plasmasphere, including ionization efficiency
and plasma transport, with a clear diurnal pattern of gradual increase during the solar obscuration.
Significant effort to define global climatology of the slab thickness has been made ([57] and references
therein) to make several remarks on its general character and seasonal behavior:

• During solstices, daytime EST in the summer hemisphere is larger than the winter hemisphere
except in some high-latitude regions, while nighttime EST exhibits the opposite behavior.

• The peaks of EST often appear at 0400 LT. Presunrise enhancement in EST is a regular feature in
all seasons, which is more remarkable in the winter hemisphere than in the summer hemisphere
during solstices. Postsunset enhancement has similar character with presunrise enhancement.
The presunrise and postsunset enhancements in EST are attributed to the more remarkable
electron density decay of NmF2 than that of TEC.

• The solar activity dependence of EST is very complicated. The reason is due to the fact that the
dependence of electron density on solar activity at different altitudes is inconsistent and varies
with geographic location, local time, and season.

• Remarkably, EST is enhanced from 0◦ to 120◦ E in longitude and 30◦ to 75◦ S in latitude during
nighttime, just to the east of Weddell Sea Anomaly (WSA), during equinox and Southern

https://igsiono.uwm.edu.pl/data/gambit/yyyy/gmbtddd0.yyi
https://igsiono.uwm.edu.pl/data/gambit/yyyy/gmbtddd0.yyi
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Hemisphere summer. This phenomenon is supposed to be related to the effects caused by
the magnetic declination-related plasma vertical drifts.

• Just before the dusk there is a significant increase of slab thickness observed, with values even
exceeding 1500 km. As [18,58,59] explain, the pre-sunrise peak in slab thickness to the downward
movement of the ionosphere when the neutral winds that maintain the ionosphere decrease in
velocity or reverse direction. The early morning peaks in slab thickness may appear due to the
fact that sunrise is earlier at heights above the F2-layer causing some production at the topside,
thus giving a tendency for TEC to lead over NmF2 that remains low.

Given uncertain dependencies between the slab thickness and underlying physical processes
affecting its value, multi-instrumental approach is necessary for its further characterization.

Figure 5. The left panel: schematic view of the vertical electron density profile with key characteristics
such as the peak density (NmF2), peak height (hmF2), upper ion transition level (UTL), scale height
(Hsc) and slab thickness τ [60]. The right panel: idealized illustration of different ionospheric profile
shapes of the same VTEC and different NmF2 (not based on actual observations, hence scaleless).

Further motivation for establishing the slab thickness data service by fusing GNSS and GIRO
sensor networks can be found in science publications on the topic ([54,60–62]); in particular, τ is
found instrumental in detecting subtle changes in temperature and composition of the thermosphere
and plasma redistribution processes [63]. First step along this line of development is to provide a
reliable source of the slab thickness climatology specification so as to prepare the capability of the
weather-minus-climate investigation of the ionospheric dynamics beyond the quiet-time conditions.

The total electron content (TEC) can be divided into a bottomside, topside, and plasmaspheric
part. The bottomside part covers the reach from the F2 peak downward and the topside part from the
F2 peak upward to the boundary to the plasmasphere. If we want to deduce information from vTEC
data for improvements of the topside electron density in IRI, we need to subtract the bottomside
and plasmasphere parts. For the bottomside we can use either the electron content computed
with the standard IRI (climate) or with IRTAM (weather). For the plasmaspheric extension of IRI
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different options have been proposed and applied including the Global Core Plasma Model (GCPM)
developed by [64], the IMAGE/RPI plasmasphere model of [65], and the IZMIRAN plasmasphere
model, often referred to as IRI-Plas, based on the work of [66,67].

3. Results

During our works a dataset of climate VTEC maps was created, covering nearly twelve-year
period since 2008 and new maps are built daily, all of them being available to users via https and
GAMBIT Explorer. Such maps allow their comparison and combination with IRI model and GIRO
ionospheric products, and combined with climate NmF2 allows creation of climate Slab Thickness
maps, which can be efficiently performed in the frame of GAMBIT Explorer.

Following figures show results of performed works, the climate VTEC and NmF2 and resulting
average τ computation, as seen in GAMBIT Explorer, along with the quiet time comparison of climate
VTEC and NmF2 on the same day and time on three consecutive years in low solar activity, with Kp
index up to 2. The data used to produce the maps, including average-VTEC, NmF2, and slab thickness
datasets are released to open public domain, available via GAMBIT Explorer (download at http:
//giro.uml.edu/GAMBIT) for display and export in plain text and IONEX formats.

Figure 6 shows a typical result of global comparison of climate VTEC derived from 15 min
GIMs maps and IRI climate NmF2 for 08:00UT on 29 May 2018, a geomagnetically quiet day on solar
minimum in Mercator projection. The plots show a strong correlation between climate VTEC and
NmF2, with equatorial anomaly sligtly wider and longer to the East in terms of VTEC , which is an
expected behavior given the characteristics of both VTEC and NmF2 described before. Corresponding
slab thickness τ is shown on Figure 7 in Mercator projections, depicting aforementioned characteristics
of slab thickness, with slab way thinner on equatorial anomaly zone and noticeably thicker just before
a time of dawn, especially in mid-latitudes of the southern hemisphere.

Figure 6. Comparison of climate VTEC and climate NmF2 as seen in GAMBIT Explorer. Climate VTEC
derived from IGS network reflects expected quiet-time reference VTEC. Climate NmF2 from IRI model
shows typical quiet-time plasma distribution.

http://giro.uml.edu/GAMBIT
http://giro.uml.edu/GAMBIT
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Figure 7. Resulting slab thickness (τ) for the same time as in Figure 6 shows significant decrease in
value in the areas with high electron density

Figure 8 shows a comparison between climate VTEC maps and NmF2 in quiet-time on the same
day and time (12 UT on 30 January) of three consecutive years (2017, 2018 and 2019) in a minimum of
solar cycle. Such comparison depicts a strong correlation between quiet time climate VTEC and quiet
time climate NmF2. In all three cases the relation between climate VTEC (left column) and climate
NmF2 (right column) depicts the characteristics shown and described on Figure 6. The climatological
properties of both VTEC and NmF2 depict the equatorial anomaly similarly, with slightly wider
representation in terms of VTEC. Also it is noticeable, that NmF2 drops radically before the dawn
while such behavior of VTEC is not observed.
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Figure 8. Climate VTEC (left column) and climate NmF2 (right column) at 12 UT on 30 January 2017
(upper row), 2018 (middle row) and 2019 (bottom row).

Correlation of the quiet-time ionospheric VTEC and NmF2 is strong regardless of the local season
and time of day, suggesting that on average, quiet-time VTEC is indeed driven by the contributions
from the dense region of maximum ionization. Dynamics of both metrics can serve to describe timelines
of the absolute electron quantity in the ionosphere. Their quotient resulting in slab thickness, as stated
before, adds the capability to characterize shape of the ionospheric plasma profile, in particular the
vertical extent of the ionospheric density around its peak. Figure 9 shows a typical climatological
representation of τ with its increase just before the dawn. As mentioned before, the early morning
peaks in slab thickness may appear due to the fact that sunrise is earlier at heights above the F2-layer
causing some production at the topside, thus giving a tendency for TEC to lead over NmF2 that
remains low, which characteristic is confirmed by our study.
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Figure 9. Climate slab thickness at 10 UT on 23 March 2017. Upper panel presents a typical view of (τ)
with its increase just before dusk time. Bottom panel presents the same moment with adjusted scale to
better depict the peak over Ecuador, with slab thickness exceeding 1500 km.
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4. Discussion of Path Forward

Our primary objective has been to test feasibility of fusing two independent sources of
measurements for the ionospheric monitoring, GNSS-provided VTEC and GIRO-provided bottomside
profile of electron density. Both resources collect their sensor information from networks of
ground observatories that feature low-latency data delivery to a data processing centre. Therefore,
such integrated service can support a multitude of operational systems, prone to the space weather
impacts, with a prompt specification of the ionospheric conditions.

We started the integration with a task of computing a combined GNSS+GIRO data product,
the slab thickness of the ionospheric/plasmaspheric plasma profile, τ. In order to validate this
important capability of gleaning, even though approximately, knowledge of the vertical reshaping of
plasma distribution up to the altitudes of the plasmasphere from a ground-based observatory network,
our first step was to build quiet-time, averaged, "climate" maps of τ. The task required significant
integration effort on both sides of the cooperation between GNSS and GIRO, starting on the level of
conceptualization, through methodology, data delivery, and handling to final product dissemination
and its incorporation into the GAMBIT Explorer framework for visualization and analysis. Now that
a decade of climate VTEC and slab thickness maps are available, our next step will be to work on a
solution to the long-standing task of incorporating climate VTEC and τ specifications in IRI.

As for the data used in the study and available through the GAMBIT Database and Explorer,
the IRI is a continuous empirical model, while GIRO and IGS VTEC data are based on scattered
receivers with global distribution and interpolated using techniques described in cited works.
Therefore we can state that there is no lack in the data. The data quality, however, can be lower
in the areas with fewer receivers, especially over the oceans. That matter has been studied and related
works are cited in the paper. There is a hypothetical possibility to slightly improve the data quality
in the areas with lower number of receivers, however the cost of a new station-especially GIRO
ionosonde-is extremely high when compared to the improvement of data quality and does not address
the issue of stations distribution over the oceans.

Choice of the Realistic Ionosphere (RION) [4] project infrastructure for the data fusion was not a
simple matter of convenience. As noted in [6], several research groups explore scenarios of assimilating
available empirical data into a "Real-Time IRI" model that transforms the underlying IRI model from
its quiet-time climatology into a weather nowcast. We selected one of such Real-Time IRI solutions,
IRTAM (IRI-based Real-Time Assimilative Model) for its readily available roadmap to the ionospheric
weather nowcast and forecast. Our next step will be to build rapid nowcast maps of τ based on the
same fusion approach proven to be successful for mapping the global climate VTEC and τ. In this
approach, the 30-day average VTEC maps will be replaced by the real-time ones provided by the IGS
validation centers in Europe, while NmF2 climatology by IRI will be replaced by IRTAM. As for the
forecast capability, it will require additional research [68] as the direct use of IRTAM nowcast for the
short-term forecast has a validity barrier of 4 h, overcoming which would require knowledge of activity
in the Sun-Earth system related to the cosmic scale processes impacting the state of the ionosphere over
longer time scales. Such longer-period forecasting will necessarily involve use of additional activity
indices to describe the Sun, solar wind, and magnetospheric conditions. Such effort will deviate from
the classic "reference" empirical model approach based on accurate representation of measurements
into the realm of physics-based arguments about overreaching system of the Heliophysics.

Our efforts so far, along with GAMBIT database infusion with historical data, have resulted in
establishment of extensive testing and validating grounds in the environment of RION project that
covers nearly 3 decades of corresponding historical data. With the public access to GAMBIT explorer
software and VTEC/GIRO databases, we expect the RION workflow to provide scientists at large with
the most up-to-date information at the lowest possible latency and consistent quality and usability.
The next step will be to perform a VTEC assimilation into IRI model utilizing already prepared data
sources, products, methodologies and expertise. Further cooperation goals are yet to be defined,
however they will be probably focused on development of each system element in order to achieve the
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ambitious goal of real-time final ionospheric product availability altogether with expanded range of
products, covering the whole Earth in a wide time span and great spatial and temporal resolution.

An intriguing possibility for such enhancement is given by novel real-time and short period
forecast VTEC global products described by [69,70]. As IGS IONO WG members and contributors
develop and enhance their real-time ionospheric products and a combined real-time GIM product [24]
is being prepared, it may lead in the future to the assimilation of those products or their derivatives
into the Real-Time IRI, further enhancing its capabilities of the ionospheric weather nowcast.

5. Conclusions

Advanced digital technologies for signal processing have brought a quiet revolution to
radio-frequency (RF) remote plasma imaging. Renewed interest in RF remote sensing is supported
by the growing demand of high accuracy specification of the signal propagation effects for modern
applications such as precision navigation and HF geolocation. New instrumentation is more capable
and cost-effective, allowing sensor networks to grow internationally. Matching to this fundamental
technology advancements, the assimilative modeling community pursues new generation models that
accept heterogeneous data sources from providers in vastly different domains of RF.

Our effort to introduce global climate TEC maps is an important first step in data fusion for
different worlds of the ionospheric plasma sensing: GNSS and GIRO. The outcome of this effort is a
tight cooperation between three working groups of URSI and COSPAR: IGS Ionosphere, International
Reference Ionosphere, and Ionosonde Network Advisory Group. Three science teams have combined
their efforts to make this cooperation possible: Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya in Spain provided
UQRG maps of VTEC, University of Massachusetts Lowell in the USA provided GAMBIT database
and explorer software, and University of Warmia and Mazury in Poland linked this capabilities to
implement Climate VTEC and climate slab thickness mapping.

The ultimate goal of this effort is to depict the actual ionospheric state in real time. As pointed
out earlier, assessing plasma conditions using the nowcast snapshot of its current state is inefficient,
if possible at all, without inclusion of climatology-based prediction as the reference. Provision of the
climate reference got simply overlooked by the working group member entities and other researchers
that were focusing their efforts on provision of the weather nowcast at given instant and location.
Because of inherent latency in the data management and associated processing, such service has
been limited to only retrospective depictions (backcasts) and could not approach the real-time until
only recently.

Although slab thickness computation may appear simple, the fact that its outcomes are sensible
from the point of underlying physics of the ionosphere is significant on its own. The measurements
of VTEC and NmF2 that go into the computation are from different domains of remote sensing, both
tainted with the accuracy and bias of the estimations. Remarkably, the efforts at two communities of
GNSS and GIRO that went into generation of the input datasets and their conditioning for subsequent
analyses were proven successful.

We believe that a step towards the objective of real-time nowcast has been made with the climate
VTEC and slab thickness maps developed in cooperation of GNSS and GIRO. There is still much
work remaining to do as new opportunities for cooperation and new data fusion products appear.
Further detail of the fusion approaches and their synergies and correlations will be needed to meet
the challenge.
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